I. INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the third most deadly cancer in men in western developed countries, with 33 720 and 70 821 deaths estimated in 2011 in the US 1 on public health is such that it has attracted an abundance of research in improved diagnostics and therapy over the last decade. Percutaneous trans-perineal and trans-rectal interventions for the diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer have seen particular attention due to their minimally-invasive approaches. In recent years, important developments have been made in computer and robot-assisted image-guided needle insertion technology. The most common imaging modality used for such prostate techniques is ultrasound (US), due to its 40 harmless, inexpensive and easily accessible nature. CT and MRI, however, have also seen a lot of research attention because of their complementary imaging characteristics.
For any new developments in the field, anthropomorphic phantom-testing is a pre-requisite before doing animal or human testing. Prostate phantoms are artificial models of the prostatic environment that emulate soft tissue mechanical and imaging characteristics. A wide variety of such phantoms have been developed, typically 45 to meet certain simplified project-specific needs. Phantom applications have included: the evaluation of needle insertion accuracy, the validation of biomechanical models, testing of image processing algorithms, preliminary studies on new treatment methods, and surgeon training, amongst others.
In this paper, we describe a deformable prostate phantom that we developed and that we believe could be of potential use to the research community. We begin the paper with a description of the context and reasoning for 50 the development of our phantom followed by a review of existing prostate phantoms, their characteristics and particularities. We then discuss the various phantom materials cited in the literature and what material we chose for our phantom. We then describe our phantom in detail, including its ingredients and construction recipe. In the second half of the paper, we describe the phantom's mechanical and imaging characteristics, concluding with a discussion of its novelty, usefulness and limitations. 55
I.A. Context
In our laboratory, we have developed a robotic brachytherapy needle insertion system which uses a robotic needle insertion device coupled to a 3D US registration software to track prostate motion intra-operatively. The prototype of the robotic device and the US registration software have both been described in previous publications. [3] [4] [5] The primary goal of our system is to improve accuracy and efficiency of seed deposition in 60 prostate brachytherapy by taking into account tissue mobility during needle insertion.
The first step for bringing this project to clinical trials was to run a phantom study to determine the system's accuracy, efficiency, ergonomics and reliability. The novelty of our system is its ability to track prostate motion, so it was vital that our phantom be able to simulate prostate motions during needle insertion. For this purpose, we were interested in developing a prostate phantom that had the following anatomical morphology: 65  prostate: to validate our registration technique;  general periprostatic tissue: to hold the prostate in place while allowing prostate mobility;  skin of the perineum: to simulate realistic needle-tissue interactions during insertion;  rectum: to allow for realistic insertion of either an end-fire or a side-fire US probe;
3
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The phantom study that we carried out involved the insertion of a number of inert brachytherapy seeds in the phantom using US guidance, based on a mock seed plan conceived beforehand. Accuracy was measured by comparing the deposited seeds to the dose plan using post-implant CT imaging. Beads placed within the phantom during construction were used either as targets or for US-CT image registration.
I.B. Prior art 75
A large number of prostate phantoms have been described in the literature over the last decade. Everything from very simple uniform blocks, to more complex and realistic multi-component phantoms, to commercialized tissue-equivalent phantoms. Their main features are 1) to reproduce the anatomy of the prostate environment, 2) to emulate the soft-tissue feel either for applying surface pressure or for needle insertion and 3) to emulate the imaging characteristics of the prostate, whether it be X-ray, MRI or US based. The variety of phantoms designed 80 nearly equals the variety of prostate applications being researched.
The simplest phantoms are uniform single-component phantoms. Their simplicity has been used for preliminary studies in a very controlled environment, such as the initial validation of new needle insertion instruments 6-8 as well as the validation of image processing techniques such as brachytherapy seed segmentation. 9 Uniform phantoms impregnated with a matrix of visible fiducials have also been built for experimental validation 85 of biomechanical models. [10] [11] [12] For prostate-based percutaneous procedures, multi-component phantoms are more useful as they introduce more realistic anatomical conditions, both mechanically and for imaging. Some examples of such phantoms can be seen in the work by Bax et al. 13 and Long et al.
14
, both of which include a prostate suspended in background material. A number of studies have also used an industrial prostate phantom commercialized by CIRS 90 (Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Inc). 15, 16 This phantom consists of prostate and seminal vesicles embedded in surrounding tissue and has a perineal surface, along with a rectum and urethra. None of these phantoms were designed to simulate prostate motion.
Few publications exist that describe the use of a phantom specifically for prostate motion evaluation. The earliest "mobile prostate phantom" that we found in the literature was described by McGahan et al, 17 and was 95 used to determine errors caused by external probe pressure during radiotherapy. The hard prostate, made of clay, makes this phantom, however, inappropriate for needle insertion. Only two other mobile phantoms were found that were designed specifically for needle insertion. Both use a harder prostate encapsulated in softer surrounding polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. In Dehghan et al. 18 the phantom has a rectum as well as a stiffer inclusion linking the prostate to the base of the phantom in an attempt to reproduce the prostate's rotation about the pubic 100 bone. Needle insertion into the phantom resulted in axial prostate motions of <4 mm. The phantom described by Sherman et al. 19 has the added characteristic of Including a perineal surface, simulated with a 2cm layer of stiffer material. The phantom was used in a vertical orientation, with two orthogonal US probes for visualization. Vitamin E capsules were embedded in the phantom to provide specific targets for motion tracking. Target motions up to 11mm were reported during needle insertion. 105
These last two mobile phantoms were the closest to our design objectives and we used them as inspiration for our own design. Our initial building block was therefore the use of a harder prostate embedded in a softer surrounding. Our main goal was then to improve the anatomical realism, adapt the phantom for transrectal ultrasound applications and ensure its multi-modality to generalize its usability. The resulting phantom was found to have very satisfying mechanical and imaging characteristics that we report in this paper in detail. 110
I.C. Phantom materials
To satisfy our design constraints, we had to choose an appropriate material for our phantom.
Some of the most common base materials used in phantom construction are agarose, gelatin, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA-C), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), silicone and the proprietary commercialized material Zerdine (CIRS). Their mechanical and imaging characteristics are described by various sources, comparing them to real tissue. Table I  115 summarizes the various properties of these materials found in the literature. A detailed description of each of these materials can be consulted as electronic supplemental material.
We experimented with all of the above materials, settling on the following conclusions: agarose and gelatin are too fragile for the type of motions we require, especially when low concentrations are used for the surrounding periprostatic material; the CIRS phantoms do not have evident deformation during needle insertion 120 and are expensive, making them impractical for tests requiring multiple phantoms; PVA-C has a very complex and lengthy preparation procedure which makes it challenging for multi-component structures; silicone has inappropriate acoustic properties. Our choice was therefore PVC, which provides the best compromise between mechanical and imaging characteristics. It has a sufficiently large range of elastic modulus all the while remaining resistant to rough handling (needle puncture, probe pressure, etc), and is inexpensive and simple to 125 manufacture.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Phantom Description
The phantom that we developed is shown in Figure 1 . It consist of four distinct regions made of PVC mixtures of various elasticities. Soft PVC can be bought from companies that specialize in fishing lure construction, such 130 as M-F Manufacturing Co., Inc. (Ft. Worth, Texas), 18, 26, 38 or, in our case, Bricoleurre (Mont Saint Aignan, France). The PVC used in our phantoms consists of a mixture of PVC polymer solution and the softener diethyl hexyl adipate. Our provider sells PVC in a number of different pre-mixed polymer-softener mixtures, the stiffest being a "super rigid" mixture, whose exact ratio of polymer-softener is proprietary and could not be obtained. softener solution. The PVC mixtures that we used during our experiments and in our phantom are listed in Table   II .
As described in the introduction, the anatomy that we wished to simulate with our phantom includes: 1) the perineum, 2) the rectum, 3) the prostate, 4) the surrounding periprostatic tissue, and 5) an optional urethra for imaging purposes. The perineum acts as the first "tougher" skin barrier through which the needle must traverse. It 140 also provides a structural frame to maintain the phantom's form. The rectum accepts an end-fire US probe and is strong enough to resist rough handling during probe placement. The prostate has a colored capsule that makes it visible both to the human eye as well as in ultrasound images. The prostate is hard enough to be mobile but soft enough to be deformable upon needle insertion, as will be described in Section III. The periprostatic tissue suspends the prostate in place within the phantom. It is soft enough to allow for sufficient prostatic mobility 145 during ultrasound probe handling and needle insertion.
II.B. Phantom Construction
The construction of the phantom is illustrated in Figure 2 . It requires simple equipment: a laboratory hot plate, a 1.5 L pot, a 300 mL beaker and an optional vacuum chamber. Material costs for a single phantom are on the order of $20 to $25 US. A single phantom takes about 5 hours to make (3 hours for the frame, 1 hour for the 150 prostate and 1 hour for the surrounding material and overall assembly), and requires 12 hours of curing time after final assembly. Multiple phantoms can be made in parallel if the equipment is available. Two moulds were constructed, one for the frame and rectum and one for the prostate. The former (Figure 2 (a)) was made of aluminum and was a negative of the frame and rectum seen in Figure 1 . The prostate mould was an approximation of a prostate geometry imprinted into fast-drying silicone paste. 155
To make the 9 x 10 x 15 cm frame, a standard mixture (see Table II ) is heated in the pot at a hot plate temperature of 450˚C for 30 minutes, until polymerized. The solution is poured into the aluminum mould and cooled at room temperature. An appropriate molding technique must be used to ensure that no air remains trapped in the mould: in addition to appropriate mould orientation with respect to gravity, the mould can be placed in a vacuum chamber for 1 to 2 minutes immediately after pouring of the PVC. It is helpful to preheat the 160 mould on a heating element to prevent the PVC from curing too quickly around the thin walls thus trapping the escaping air bubbles. This procedure, including cooling, takes about three hours.
For the prostate, the same standard PVC mixture is heated in a 300 mL beaker at 450˚C for 20 minutes ( Figure   2 (b)). As soon as full polymerization has occurred, the beaker is ideally placed into the vacuum chamber for 1 to 2 minutes. The pressure change induces a boiling effect. Upon pressure release, all air bubbles disappear from the 165 solution and it can be poured carefully into the mould (Figure 2 Two types of targets were tested: glass and polymer clay beads. 1mm diameter glass beads can be obtained from laboratory equipment merchants and have good US and CT imaging characteristics. Polymer clay targets can be shaped into 1mm diameter beads and baked in an oven at 130C for 20 minutes. Similar to soft PVC, polymer clay is a PVC-based material sold for hobbies and crafts. It has good US, CT and MRI imaging characteristics. Its advantage over glass beads is that it does not cast a white shadow in US images, keeping the 175 image clear. Glass beads are, however, more easily and precisely distinguishable in the image.
The prostate mould is made with a 2 to 3 cm tail on its base (Figure 2(e) ). This allows it to be held with ease during coating of the prostate capsule material. The capsule material is made by heating standard PVC in a beaker and, once polymerized, mixing in a scattering agent. In our phantoms, we used 0.2 grams of the biological staining agent Toluidine Blue for 200 mL of PVC material. This made the prostate contour not only echogenic in 180 ultrasound, but also made it blue and visible within the surrounding transparent PVC. The prostate is dipped once or twice into the stained PVC solution, depending on the desired capsule thickness. Once cooled, the prostate tail can be cut off and the exposed base can be re-dipped into the stained PVC to complete the capsule (Figure 2(f) ).
The prostate and capsule take approximately one and a half hours to make.
The suspension of the prostate within the frame and surrounding material is done by first pouring an initial 185 layer of super soft PVC periprostatic material (heated at 450˚C for 20 minutes) to the appropriate height, letting it cure enough to place the prostate in position (Figure 2(g) ) and then filling up the rest of the frame. If no bubbles are desired, each layer can be placed in the vacuum chamber for 1 to 2 minutes as described above. Additionally, a small amount of scattering agent can be mixed with the periprostatic material to increase its echogenicity for more realistic ultrasound images. Curing of this very soft PVC at this stage takes much longer and ideally should 190 be left overnight (Figure 2(h) ).
An optional urethra can be included in the prostate. For this, a thin tube is inserted into the prostate mould before pouring. This makes a hole through the prostate which can then be filled with a mixture of standard PVC and scattering agent before creating the prostate capsule. Another variation to the phantom is to place targets outside of the prostate, into the periprostatic material. This is done by layering, in the same way as for the 195 prostate.
PVC is amenable to layering. Although layers of different elasticities can be separated by hand, they bond together amply for needle-insertion purposes. Bonding is improved when the second layer is poured before complete cooling of the first layer, as it allows the polymer chains between layers to blend together. An important precaution to note during the preparation of soft PVC is not to overheat the PVC, as it burns very quickly 200 (overheating is evident as the solution turns dark yellow). Stirring is therefore very important. Magnetic stirrers were not found to be ideal, as the PVC tends to solidify prematurely around it during heating. A more efficient technique is to stir regularly by hand, and then use the vacuum chamber to eliminate bubbles.
III. PHANTOM CHARACTERISTICS 7
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The phantom has a number of distinct characteristics, both in its mechanical behavior and its imaging 205 compatibility. Its primary feature is the mobility of the prostate both when manipulating an ultrasound probe in the rectum and when inserting a needle. In addition, the different anatomical regions in the phantom are clearly distinguishable in US, CT and MRI. These properties will be discussed in further detail in the sections that follow.
III.A. Speed of sound 210
In order to acquire accurate ultrasound images of the phantom, it was necessary to know the speed of sound in the PVC material used. The speed of sound was measured by fixing an US transmitter at a set distance from the floor of a water-filled basin. The speed of sound of the water was calculated based on its temperature and the distance between the transducer and the basin as measured in the image. A sample of the PVC material was then placed between the transducer and basin floor and the distance was measured again. A simple proportion 215 calculation gave us then a value for the speed of sound in the PVC: Table II . The first three measurements were carried out by medical ultrasound transducer manufacturer, Vermon, in their research facility, using material specifically designed for this purpose (notably a 3.5 MHz 220 emitting transducer coupled to a receiving transducer on the floor of the water basin) . Due to technical reasons, Vermon was unable to do the fourth measurement so it was done in our laboratory using an 8MHz linear array US transmitter connected to an Ultrasonix Sonix TOUCH ultrasound machine.
The values that we measured were compared to results published in the literature. Spirou et al. 26 report a speed of sound of 1400±20 m/s. It is unclear, however, how their PVC material compares to the various mixtures that 225 we tested. Madsen et al. 27 report a similar value of 1395 m/s, but with no details on how the values were measured and what type of PVC mixture was used. Nevertheless, both reported values fall within the range of our measurements. With these results, we were able to determine the speed of sound with which to acquire US images of the phantom with minimal distortion error. To do so, we took the speed of sound at the two extreme depths of the prostate: one at the point closest to the probe head, and one at the point farthest from the probe 230 head, as shown in Figure 3 . The two speeds were calculated based on the depth-weighted average of PVC mixtures that the sound wave must travel through. The final speed of sound used for the phantom was taken as the average of these two extremes: 1380±20 m/s. The variability in speed of sound due to the varying depths of PVC mixtures would cause an error of ±1.5% of the distance from the probe head. For the shallowest areas (~20 mm from the probe head), this would amount to about 0.3 mm, while for the deepest areas of the prostate (~60 235 mm), the error could be up to 0.9 mm. We consider this variability reasonable, as it is less than the variability due to tissue differences reported in vivo. 
III.B. Stress-strain relationship 245
To compare the PVC material's elastic properties to those of prostatic soft tissue, the stress-strain relationship of the various mixtures was studied. The compression stress-strain relationship was measured using a Gabo Eplexor (Ahlden, Germany) mechanical characterization machine, as shown in Figure 4 . Five 16 mm diameter cylindrical samples of the five different PVC mixtures described in Table II were prepared and allowed to settle overnight. A 25 N force transducer was used to measure a 35% compression-decompression cycle at 0.5 mm/s 250 for each sample. The same measurements were also made on 3 sets of identical samples prepared 11 days before, in order to study the stability of the samples over time. These stability results will be described in the following section.
The resulting stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 5 . For all the samples, the curve shows viscoelastic behavior, with an increase in elastic modulus with increasing strain and a hysteretic effect between compression 255 and decompression cycles (caused by the relaxation of the material during deceleration of the compressor). A quadratic polynomial fit to the first set of fresh samples is shown in Figure 5 . To get an idea of the difference in elasticity of the five PVC mixtures used, we can make a linear approximation of the first part of the stress-strain curves (up to 20% compression strain). The results are shown in Table II and correspond with published results for both PVC and in vitro prostate tissue. [41] [42] [43] 260
III.C. Phantom storage characteristics
The ability to store a phantom without a change in its properties over time, is an important aspect in phantom design. Extensive testing of systems often requires phantoms to be made in batches in advance, before actually beginning the experiments. It is very important, therefore, that the phantom properties remain consistent throughout the testing period. We carried out two experiments to verify the response of our PVC phantom over 265 time with respect to its two primary properties described above: speed of sound and stress-strain. The main goal was to determine the best storage conditions for our phantom.
The first experiment involved measuring the compression stress-strain relationship for various PVC samples stored 1) at room temperature (between 23˚C and 25˚C), 2) in the fridge (4.5˚C) and 3) in the freezer (-21˚C). The resulting stress-strain relationships can be seen in the electronic supplemental material. The results show that the 270 stress-strain relationship follows a steeper curve with increasing storage temperature. In other words, the higher 9
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In the second experiment, we constructed three small sample phantoms with an echogenic inclusion, similar in property to the true phantom. These samples were once again stored at room temperature, in the fridge and in the 275 freezer, and observed visually and with ultrasound, over a period of 26 days. The sample stored in the freezer showed noticeably less changes in visual aspect, compared to the other samples. To analyze the 3D US images of the samples, the volume of the echogenic inclusion visible in the images was measured. The results can be seen in Figure 6 and show an increase in inclusion volume over time, with the freezer samples being less affected than the room temperature samples. This volume change can be attributed to an increase in speed of sound, which is a 280 reasonable assumption, given the increase in stiffness of PVC over time, as described in the previous paragraph (see also measured speeds for mixtures of various stiffnesses in Table II ).
Based on these results and observations, it was evident that it was best to store the phantoms in the freezer, at low temperatures, to minimize changes in mechanical and imaging properties. Please note that interested readers can refer to the detailed description of the experiments and their results in the electronic supplemental material. 285
III.D. Imaging characteristics
Phantoms that are visible in multiple imaging modalities are valuable, because they do not restrict their use to just a single type of image-guided procedure. Complementary information can also be extracted from the different imaging modalities and combined to provide more a complete analysis of the phantom tests. For example, the distribution of brachytherapy seeds inserted under US guidance can be analyzed in a CT scan 290
volume. An important aspect of our phantom design was, therefore, its multi-modality.
We have tested our phantom in the three primary volumetric imaging modalities: ultrasound, CT and MRI. US images of the phantom can be seen in Figure 7 . The prostate capsule, which is blue to the naked eye, stands out as the white outer boundary of the prostate. The figure shows two types of embedded targets: the polymer clay targets cast a small black shadow and their outline can be clearly seen; the glass targets cast slight white shadows 295 that that allow for very easy and accurate segmentation. A 3D prostate registration algorithm developed in our laboratory for biopsy targeting and brachytherapy guidance 3, 4 was tested and works flawlessly. To check the segmentation accuracy of the targets in the images, we compared US and CT images of 8 phantoms embedded with 8 to 12 glass targets each. The targets were segmented manually at high zoom in each US and CT image. The clouds of segmented US points were then rigidly registered to the corresponding CT points using Arun least squares fitting. 44 The average registration error for all 8 phantoms was 0.66 mm. This 310 error is very reasonable, as it includes the segmentation errors from both modalities. A similar test including MR images was not done because of availability constraints for the high-demand clinical MR machines at our disposal.
III.E. Needle insertion force
To study the mechanical behavior of our phantom specifically during needle insertion, we measured the axial 315 force required to push a 19 gauge diamond-tip Mick Ripple-Hub needle (Mick Radio-Nuclear Instruments, Inc.) into the prostate. This was done by mounting a Flexiforce A201 force sensor (Tekscan) onto the brachytherapy needle insertion robot described in Hungr et al. 5 and calibrating it by applying known forces on the needle tip. A plot of the insertion force measured by the force sensor during insertion through the perineum and into the prostate of our phantom is seen in Figure 9 . The different regions of the phantom through which the needle 320 traverses can be distinguished and are labeled in the figure. A first maximum is reached, at 1.8 N, when traversing the perineum. The force then decreases through the periprostatic region, until it reaches the prostate. It then increases as it travels through the prostate, until the needle is stopped. At this point, we see a decrease in the force, as the material relaxes around the needle. This multistep behavior is comparable to the in vitro liver puncture curve reported by Maurin et al., 45 the dog prostate tests described by Kataoka et al., 46 as well as the in 325 vivo force measurements done by Podder et al. 38 during live brachytherapy.
Although the axial force curve has a characteristic shape for prostate needle puncture, our partner urologists have mentioned that the increasing friction felt the deeper the needle is pushed, is not realistic. In a real patient, blood lubricates the shaft of the needle, making the needle tip cutting force the primary force felt by the clinician, allowing them to feel the needle's progress through different tissues. The phantom, on the other hand, is not 330 lubricated, and as the cutting force is relatively low compared to the friction between the PVC and the needle shaft, it is more difficult for the clinician to "read" the tissues with the needle.
III.F. Prostate motion
Prostate motion is the primary behavioral aspect that we wished to reproduce in our phantom. We wished to use it to evaluate our prostate tracking system for robotic brachytherapy. In the literature, it has been shown that 335 prostate motion is important during needle insertion. [47] [48] [49] It has been suggested that in vivo motion of the prostate is constrained by the ligament bundles holding the prostate to the pubic arch above, resulting in translation and rotation of the prostate.
To quantify the amount of motion caused by needle insertions in our phantom, we looked at the deformation fields calculated by our registration algorithm for five different insertion locations in the prostate, as shown in 340
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Med. Phys. 2011 11 Figure 10 . The deformation fields were obtained by registering a reference 3D US image taken before insertion to a second image taken after needle insertion. Insertions were done using a robotic insertion device, using an 18
gauge Mick Ripple-Hub needle, with an insertion speed of 5 mm/s. After each insertion, an image volume was acquired to which the reference image taken before insertion was registered. A grid of 512 points evenly distributed throughout the prostate, were taken from the resulting 3D deformation field and used to analyze the 345 prostate motion. The center of mass of the points was used to quantify the amount of translation experienced by the prostate. The rotation of the prostate was extracted from the transformation matrix determined by rigidly registering the grid points from the before and after US volumes using Arun least squares fitting. 44 The results are shown in Table III for the five insertions done on a single phantom.
We found, as can be expected, that the prostate motion depended on the direction and location of insertion of 350 the needle, and was generally constrained to motion about the fixed US probe head inside the rectum. A needle inserted straight into the center of the prostate, resulted in translational motion along the needle axis direction. An angled approach from the side of the prostate, resulted in a translation of the prostate along the needle axis direction coupled with a rotation about the probe head. The translation and the coronal-plane rotation of the phantom prostate was realistic, compared to the motions described in the literature. Rotation in the sagittal 355 direction, was, however, different, as rotation tended to be downward towards the rectum, rather than upward towards the pubic arch as suggested in the literature. But, as also mentioned in the literature, the sagittal-plane rotation is not as important as other motions, and tends to be unpredictable in any case. 47 The measured translations and rotations correspond to published results measured in vivo: on the order of 3 to 10 mm of translation 48 and between 0 and about 10 degrees of rotation. 49 
360
III.G. Precautions
There are some precautions to be taken when using this phantom. Although the construction technique is quite simple, it does require some caution in order to produce repeatable phantoms. The primary difficulty lies in the reduction of air bubbles. If a vacuum chamber is not used during construction, bubbles can become difficult to avoid. It is also important to heat the PVC material in the same way for each phantom, to ensure visible 365 similarity, although differences in the heating procedure did not affect the imaging characteristics. Another precaution lies in the toxicity of the fumes emitted by the heated PVC. Although authorized for general public use, the fumes are very unpleasant to inhale, and the PVC should be handled under a fume hood during construction. The speed of sound, lower than the 1540 m/s used in standard US machines, may also be a difficulty for those unable to modify the sound speed used in their image reconstructions. Such a situation, 370 however, is not wholly unreasonable, as the variations in speed of sound in the real prostatic environment are important.
39, 40 Although much better than water-based materials, the storage of PVC must nevertheless be handled with caution, and the phantoms should ideally be stored at cool temperatures. Finally, the material is also able to react with other types of PVCs, so ultrasound probes should always be used with a protection cover to prevent possible damage. 375
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IV. CONCLUSION
The prostate phantom described in this article has the characteristics of being realistically mobile upon needle insertion, as well as being visible to the naked eye and in US, CT and MR images. We have used it for the preliminary validation of a new robotic brachytherapy system that includes 3D US-US registration. We believe that this phantom could be useful to other research teams working on similar prostate intervention technologies. 380
Phantom validation is a necessary first step in most, if not all, new diagnostic or therapeutic techniques. A multitude of phantoms have, therefore, been described in the literature, but very few have the realistic mechanical and multimodal imaging characteristics presented above, and certainly none have been described to sufficient detail to allow for reproduction by interested readers.
The phantom is relatively fast to construct, does not require special tools for fabrication, and is inexpensive in 385 material costs. For ultrasound applications, although only an end-fire probe version was described here, the rectum can easily be adapted to accept a side-fire probe, as shown in Figure 11 . The morphology of the phantom allows for both trans-rectal and trans-perineal needle approaches. The imaging characteristics of the phantom also make it useful for testing the accuracy of both feature-based and intensity-based deformable registration techniques. 390
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